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: for the following sentences Choose the right answer :Q1 

1-Areesh houses reflected the customs and ……………..of the Emirates. 

A- Traditions  

B- Helping  

C- Kindness  

2-Pillars called "……………………" in the Emirati dialect. 

A- Yado`o  

B- Picking  

C- Kicking  

3- ………………….are the parts that make the bases of the Areesh. 

A- Leaves  

B- Palm fronds  

C- Da`an   

4- ……………………….is used for the roof of the Areesh. 

A- Da`an  

B- Palm fronds  

C- Bricks  
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5- Traditional bread for the Emirati is called ……………………. 

A- Chbab  

B- Toast  

C- Chapatti  

Q2:  Choose the right answer from the table:  

 

1-Men tie the Ghutra around their heads without egal. This is called 

……………… ,and it`s an old habit. 

2- ………………………….. is a cloak worn by men. 

3-…………………. is made of golden paper-like cloth sewn to cover the 

woman`s face expect for a slit for the eyes. 

4- ……………… is made of black fabric, Emirati women used to wear it. 

5-…………….. is a wool braid placed on the Ghutra as a headdress. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Abaya            -           Isama  

 

     Bisht       -            Egal              -  Burqa 

A-  
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Q3: Look at the map and finish the sentences: 

 

 

A-……………………is the capital of the UAE. 

B-Burj Khalifa is in ………………..Emirate. 

C-There are ……………………….in the UAE. 

D-…………………………is the smallest Emirate in the UAE. 

E-This is the map of ………………………………………………… 

Q4: Put ( √ ) for the correct sentences and ( X ) for the wrong sentences: 

A-Al Areesh houses were made from bricks (  ) 
B-Traditional Emirati bread Chbab is similar to toast (  ) 
C-The Emiratis still keep their traditional food (  ) 

D-When I see Chbab , I remember pancake (  ) 
E-The cloak worn by Emirati men is called Candurah (  ) 
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Q5: Help Maryam to match clothes items to the correct place:  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


